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This paper proposes a bracing strategy for mivro/macro This paper presents a hybrid position/force controller
manipulators. The bracing micro/macro manipulator can for flexible link manipulators which make contact with
provide advantages in accurate positioning, large work- environment at more than one point. First, a mathe-
space, and contact-task capability. However, in exchange matical formulation of the constrained dynamics is
for improvement in performance, one must accept the obtained. Their dynamics are transformed into two
complex control problem along with the complex dynam- subspacea such as constrained and constraint-free spaces
its. This research develops a control scheme for a using the singular value decomposition of constraint

bracing manipulator which makes multiple contacts with equations. The force and position controllers are devel-
the environment. Experimental results show the fesfibility oped based on the orthogonality of these two subspaces.
of the proposed ideas for real world applications. This work has been developed in a generic form for broad

application. Theoretical study proves its asymptotic
1. Introduction stability, and experimental results show promising feasibil-

In general, a micro arm is mounted on the end of a ity of bracing strategy for real world application.
macro manipulator. The macro manipulator would carry
the micro arm to the place of interest in a large work- 2. Problem Statement
space. Then, the micro arm would perform fine motions. The bracing arm control problem is generalized to a
One of the inherent problems with this serial configuration hybrid control of flexible manipulators with multiple
of micro/macro manipulators is the structural flexibility of contacts with the environment. Figure I shows the
the macro manipulator. Bracing a micro/macro manipula- general case of a bracing manipulator with n joints, all
tor can be one effective way to reduce or damp out its active, constrained by m contacts with the environment.
structural vibration. For example, the manipulator would

brace against a stationary frame, and the end effector • __ .would perform fine motion c0ntroljust as a human braces
the wrist for accurate writing. By forming a close

kinematic chain, bracing will stiffen its structure and J _//_ -_Asecure the end point positioning.
Bracing requires a special type of control strategy /o_ _._

due to its complex constrained dynamics. This re.sesrch __ Vgeneralizes the bracing arm control problem as a hybrid
control of flexible manipulators with multiple contacts. _///_
For example, the end effector works against a workpiece, Figure 1 A Flexible Manipulator with Multiple
and the other part of the manipulator may brace against a Contact with Environment
stationary frame. Then, the manipulator should be able to
control the position/force not only at the end effector, but The objective is to control the position/force of the
also at the bracing point. This requires hybrid control of end effector while satisfying all the constraints and
multiple contacts with the environment, maintaining desired contact force, at the bnming points.

A bracing manipulator, which is a redundant manipulator,
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executes the necessary task at the end effector and uses and the number of coordinates (system order) will be
the internal (nuLl) motion to brace at the bracing points, reduced. This section will formulate the dynamic equa-
Thus, the task coordinates of the manipW_ r may be tions of motion for constrained flexible link manipulators
represented as an augmented vector of main task and with multiple contact.
subtask. For example, the main task is for the end One can introduce unknown reaction forces at the
effector to perform the requited application, and the contacts between the manipulator and the environment
subtask is for maintaining bracing forces and positions by using Lagrange multipliers, and then these reaction forces
internal (null) motion. However, the selection of the can be included in the equations of motion as generalized
subtask requires the following consideration. There forces. The equations of motion for constrained flexible
should exist a nonsingular 3acobian mat_ 3, which is the manipulators due to multiple contact can be represented
mapping from the active joint coordinates to the task as:

coordinates. This condition is important because it [ M_I_,I+[ C_(_,I [0 kl [b1
guarantees that the constraints from contact are mutually Ma. Ca. 0 !
independent, and each task can be controlled indepen- M_. M_rJ_ql)Cj, Cj,J_O_,). = _ (2)
dently by the active joints. Further assumptions are made +*rkl +0r_ +..... +or)-//
to formulate the problem: where
I. The locations and geometry of constraint surfaces q, ffi rigid coordinate such as joint angles for rotational

are know in advance. Thus, we can express the jointS, q, s R"

constraints with algebraic equations, the so-called ql = flexible mode amplitude coordinates for each link, q/
configuration constraint equations: e R _

4_/1(xl)"_t(q) -0 M_ = a partition of the inertia matrix of the manipulator.The subscript r denotes rigid, and the subscript f
_2(x'2)=Sz(q) =0 denotes flexible

• m algebraic equations (I) C_ = a partition of the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix
• k ffilinkstiffness matrix

_-ffitorquefromeachjointactuator

4_:(x_) =_,(q)=C I --- nxn identify matrix
b = a part of input matrix that relates input torque to

where x, is the position of each contact point in flexible mode coordinates. It involves the chosen

Carw.dan surfaces, and q is in the manipulator mode shape functions (assumed modes) and their
generalized coordinates, derivatives evaluated at the boundary.

2. The constraint equations can be written as a set of m _ = Lagrange multiplier which is the reaction force
constraintsurfaces,eachofwhichisassumedtobe magnitudeateachcontactpoint. _

mutuallyindependent. Also,

3. The manipulator always maintains contacts with the _ = 84_t _: = 84h 0= = 84J=wh° i.mmoron. .,
4. Constraint surfaces are very rigid compared to the

manipulator and do not deform due to contact.

whoq-[q,q/]'. sam. rd ,o
3. Dynamics of Bracing Micro/Macro Manip- variables should satisfy the constraint equation (1).

ulators If one combines all of the reaction forces into one

The dynamics of open chain flexible manipulators matrix and rewrites equation (2) in a simpler form.
can be derived usingthe Lagrsngian formulation with the M4 +C_ .Kq-_rk
assumed modes method. Also, an efficient method is

available for deriving the equations of motion for coupled where

micro/macro systems. Details can be found in Lew r_r _r 1"1 [4_r_(1993). When a micro/macro manipulator which is 4_r=[q,t ... *Aj=
D

flexible, braces against the stationary environment or

when the end effector makes contact with the environ- k--[k I k2 ... ka] r
ment, a closed kinematic loop is formed, i.e. the nsmipu-
lator may make more than one contact. Then, the Similarly, we may replace the configuration constraint by
dynamics of the flexible manipulator will be changed due a velocity constraint, which is a restriction on the velocity
to the unknown constraint forces from the environment, in a specified position. The time derivative of the config-
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uration constraint equation, which is the velocity con- _'rMq+_rC._+_'rKq = _,rB_+_-T4_r).

straint, is: lEa r_'l (4)

Recall that X _R" and _r ERN,_and rank(4_¢) = m since
each constraint is assumed to be independent. Now, we It is seen that the constraint force is eliminated in the
have N (= rigid + flexible) differential equationswith m second equationcorresponding to the zero in the last term
unknowns and m velocity constraints, of equation (4).

4. Hybrid Control for Bracing 4.2 System OrderReductions
4. I Elimination of ConstraintForce CA) Eachconfigurationconstraintequationmay besolved

To design a controller for constrainedmanipulators, for one of the generalized coordinates. Substitution of
the equation of motion shouldbe representedin a standard that result into the equations of motion, and the other
form without constraint forces. The constraintforces can constraint equations will remove the selected generalized

" be found using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). coordinate from the formulation. The result will be a
The rigid partof the J'acobianconstraint matrix, with rank reductionin the orderof the system equations. However,
m, can be decomposed into the following form: such an approach is effective only for a special form of

[v:_l"_! ]r_l[a_][_1 the algebraic constraints. In this section, the use of the
r O) pseudo inverse achieves a systematic reduction of the

_,=[a][EO] vt and _r =[vt v2 system order of constrained flexible manipulators.
where the columns of u are the normalized eigenvectors From constraintequations, we have:

of the matrix _#,r. The columns of vn are the normal- 0_=0,_,._fl/.-0 (5)
ized eigenvectors of the matrix _#r_,. where v# _ and
v# R=#'v. [; is a diagonalized matrix with the square If one takes the pseudo inverse of the rigid part of the
root of non-zero eigenvalues of _,_7, i.e., E = constraint matrix which gives minimumnorm, one can
diag(0q,or,.,..._,,,)with o't _ _r2> ... _ or,.. Detail prop- obtain an allowable rigidjoint motion fromthe constraint:

erty of the singular decompositioncan be found in KJema _,= -4_ 4_fl!.v_ (6)(1980), Mani (1985), and Singh (1985). Recall that v2is
the null space of _, which satisfies the following relation- where _+ = (_)'t. If necessary, one may use weighted
ship: pseudo inverse to refine the impact of constraint or to

_rv2=0 account for different units. The second termof equation
(5) gives the null solution for the constraintwhere v is

The reason for taking the SVD of only the rigid part obtained from the singular value decomposition in equa-
of the constraint matrix is that only rigidjoint generalized tion (3). Equation (5) shows the allowable joint motion
coordinates have actuators. The actuators genente direct which is free from all the constraints, z is any arbitrary
controlof the rigidjoint angle so that any arbitrary motion vector 0: e RN). Eventually, z becomes the new reduced
can be realized. On the other hand, the flexible general- ordercoordinates. It is difficult to interpret the physical
ized coordinates do not have independentactuators in the meaning of _: for the general case of multiple contacts.
coordinates. Thus, the flexible motion cannot be con- However, when the end of the manipulatoris constrained,
trolled independently. The flexible motion is indirectly z measurescontact point motionwhich is tangential to the
influenced by the motion of joint angles and the constraint constraintsurface.
forces. Therefore, it is impossible to generate an ortho- If we take the time derivative of equation (5) one
gonal actuation to all the generalized coordinates, more time, we can get an acceleration relationship as:

Now, one transformsthe original equations to a new _Jr"-0; 0/ql.v2_: .¢ (7)
set of differential equations. Let:

[::1 The integrationof equation(6)giws a positionrela-
_'= where v=[vI v2] tionship:

.c (8)
If we pre-multiply by _'r then the equation of motion
becomes: " Assume that the initial conditionsare zero. Tiros, C=0.

Note: In this analysis, the constraint matrix remains
constant, i.e., time invariant. This assumption can be

-
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justified if the velocity constraint is obtained as the this work, we consider only a regulator problem. I._t us
linearization of the position constraint at an operating design a controller as:

point. Only small motions about that operating point are x =v11:/+v2Tp
considered here.

Now, the generalized coordinate q, (q, e r_) may be Recall that vz and v2 are orthonormal. Thus, the position

reduced to new coordinates _(z e R"'). Substitution of control input 1'p does not affect the constrained force
equations (6), (7), and (8) into (4) reduces the order of dynamics which is represented by equation (12). On the

the system as follows: other hand, the force control input rp does not effect
motion in the constraint-free space, which is shown in

v_M,,y: 4.v,_M'_-M,,.O;cb_ 4.v{C,v_ (9) equation(13). The matrices v, and v2work as a kinematic

4.v1_C¢-C._)_,_! = v{_ 4._rk filter to separate the control input into the force control-
llng input and the position controlling input. The hybrid

v2Mr'vz".v2_Mr/=M'r_rs'J7rv2c'v2"r= 27 °_'lJ'r _ (10) controller proposed by Raibert (1981)is similar to the
+v,_Cr/-C,,4);4_j, = vf1: proposed controller, and actually is a special case of the

proposed controller.
M#v: 4.(M_,-MyrO_dO_i'I/+C#v_ (11) Let the position controller input be:

These three sets of differential equations represent

the constrained flexible arm dynamics without constraint where Kp and Ka are the proportional and derivative
equations. The first set of equations shows the rein- controller gain matrices. If uncertainty of the system
tionshlp between constraint forces and arm dynamics, exists, an extra robust controller can be added to guaran-
The second set of equations shows the arm's dynamics in tee the stability. The detail description can be found in
the constraint-free space. The third set of equations Chen (1989) and Lew (1993). If the proposed position
shows the flexible mode behaviors, controller is applied to equation (13), it becomes:

4.3 Quasi-StaticAssumptions vfM,.,v:4.vrc,,.v:-fp(_a-_.)- r,:
Assume thattheflexiblemode becomesstaticafter The solutionofthestatezisasymptoticallystableaslong

bracing,althoughthejointangleshavedynamicmotions, as Kp and Ka arepositivedefinite.In otherwords,z
ThuS,we may assume thattermsinequations(9),(I0), convergestoa constantdesiredstatezd. This can be

(11) involving _! and _! are zero. The justifications of proved by using the Lyapunov analysis and the Invariant
this quasi-static assumption are: Set Theorem since the matrix M,, - 2C,, is skew sym-
1. Bracing forms kinematic closed loops, consequently, metric.

the kinematic structure of the manipulator becomes Recall that the response of the system differential
more rigid, equations has to satisfy equations (12), (13), and (14). If

2. After bracing, the manipulator moves in a relatively the state _: is controlled to be the desired state zd by the
slow motion. Therefore, the structural vibration is position controller, _ and £ become zero at steady state.
not excited by the rigid motion of joint angles. Then, equation (12) becomes an algebraic equation as:

Under the quasi-state condition, the constrained sys- _j,=-,_.uk +Kl(k-ka)
tern of dynamic equations (9), (1O), and (11) becomes:

vtrM,,.v_ 4.vtrc,,v_ =v [ 4._.u fT. 02) Let the force controller input be:

where K/istheforcecontrollergain.Thus,theposition

M/v: +C.#.v_,4.Kq/=_l (14) controller cp should be able to make z-_ and at the sametime, the force controller will make ),'*k4 with the

Based on these quasi-static assumptions, a hybrid control- proposed force control input. On the other hand, the
ler is proposed and the closed-loop system stability will be magnitude of the flexible mode becomes:

investigated, qt =K-10_X d

4.4 Proposed Feedback Controller To represent the control input in terms of joint angles and
The control objective is to make z--,z_ and X'*kd. flexible modes which are measurable, multiply the

Each contact point should be able to follow the desired equations (6) and (8) by v2". We can obtain:
trajectory and to maintain the desired contact force. In
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forces, and the strain gages St each link of RALF give the

• foro. ofhow
Since the bracing arm dynamics is assamed to be quasi-
static, ha is zero. Thus the control input is: 5. I Single C_3ntactPoint Hybrid Control

_ =vl{-_,urk .Kj(k,fk)} The proposed hybrid control is appfied to a single

...[_ff, ivrd/r._.l., _. TL.__.k.,_/]"_. " "Pi" "'_'l rW#///] end-point contact case. The experiment is camed outusing only RALF. The constraint surface is located 11
feet away from the base of RALF and has a slope of 125

5. Experimental Case Study degrees as shown in Figure 2. The tip of RALF moves
A large experimental arm designatedRALF (Robotic very close to the constraint surface using PD position

Arm, Large and Flexible) has been constructed and is control. That position corresponds to each joint angle at
under computer control. RALF consists of two links, 105 degrees. Then RALF performs force control against
each being ten feet long and approximately five inches in the surface and follows a desired trajectory along the
diameter. At the tip of RALF, SAM (Small Articulated surface. The des/rod force is 1.5 lbf, and the trajectory
Arm) with a bracing foot is mounted as shown in Figure is given as a cycloidal motion for one foot of travel
2. SAM also has two links, and the length of each link is distance.
about two feet. Figure 4(a) and (b). show the experimental results.

Figure 4(a) shows the relatively good tracking motion of
the tip of RALF along the constraint surface. The plot of
the tip position is computed from the measured joint
angles. The switch from the PD position control mode to

the hybrid control mode muses the initial jump in the
\ro,_ ._,_ motion as shown in Figure 4(a). Figure 4(o) shows the
\_ //_ contact force measured by the force sensor at the tip of

____ RALF. The high frequency oscillation of the meamu_

force at the start of the motion is due to the structural vi-

bration of the force sensor. After contact at 3.7 sex, the

contact force follows the desired force as we expected.
Still, there exists significant steady state error in contact
force, but this error may be reduced by adding an integral

Figure 2 Experimental Apparatus of RALF and SAM for term of the force error to the force controller.
Hybrid Control

5.2 Two Point Contact (Bracing) Hybrid Control
A second experiment will be performed to show two

J_--_"l - - point hybrid control. The bracing foot of RALF is to

ous experiment, and the tip of SAM also makes a contact
with a vertical constraint surface as shown in Figure 2.

Two arms carry out the proposed multiple contact hybrid
control against two different surfaces.

The second task is to move RALF and SAM while

bracing. While RALF performs the bracing strategy,
SAM executes the hybrid motion control. Figure 5(a)
shows the force measurement at the bracing point.

_" Similar to the previous case, the force controller takes a
long time to settle down and has a large overshoot, but the

Figure 3 RALF and SAM Controller Architecture response converges to the desired force eventually.
Figure 5(o) shows the trajectory Cracking of SAM

Figure 3 shows the controller architecture. Both the along the vertical constraint surface. The goal is to
arms are controlled by a PC 486-33 with two A/D boards, follow a cycloidal trajectory; however, again, the response

The program is written in C language, and the sampling was poor due to noise from the brushless motor and the
rate for experiments was set at 4 msec. Two "custom- coupling dynamics between the two arms. Improvement
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Figure 4(b) RALF Force Control against the Constraint Figure _;(b) SAM Tip Motion along the Constraint
Surface Surface while KALF Bracing

may be achieved by more sophisticated servo controllers.
Figure 5(c) shows SAM's controlled force measurement
against the constraint surface. The contact force converg-

es to the desired force slowly. Since the force controller 3.2s[ j_/_

is relatively°per°tedmainly under static information, its response z.- _ ,_" .|_r. ,___ "14_--_'t [_j_/.--j_is slow compared to the position controller re- 2.45 I_ '_"_J'_ _'_'_k'_tiI

_,. w_=_o fo_ co_L=u_. _ _pU_at _--_o_ . i_i_"T1Y1 -
I

response is diministh_ significantly.

5.3 Effectiveness of Bracing RALF :!:One of the main reasons to brace a large flexible ' --0.75

manipulator is to reduce its structural vibration. In tiffs ! o , z _ 4 _)° 7 ° o _0
experiment, we investigate how much vibration is actually
reduced by bracing. This time, RALF carries SAM at the
tip and braces with a bracing foot against the stationary F'_,ure S(c) SAM Contact Force Measurement while
frame. RALF applieshybrid controltomaintainthe RAI.F Bracing
constraint force and bracing position, while SAM per-
forms a circular motion. An accelerometer is mounted at
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